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ABSTRACT
Stability studies performed by the pharmaceutical industry are only designed to fulfil licensing requirements. Thus post-dilution or reconstitution stability data are frequently limited to 24 h only for bacteriological reasons, regardless of the true chemical stability, which could, in many cases, be longer. In practice, the pharmacy based centralisation preparation may require infusions to be made several days in advance to provide, for example, the filling of ambulatory devices for continuous infusions or batch preparations for dose banding. Furthermore, a non-justified limited stability for expensive products is obviously very costly. Thus there is a compelling need for additional stability data covering practical uses of anticancer drugs. A European consensus conference was held in France in May 2010, under the auspices of the French Society of Oncology Pharmacy (SFPO), to propose adapted rules on stability in practical situations and guidelines for performing corresponding stability studies. For each anticancer drug, considering their therapeutic index, pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics (PK/PD) variability, specific clinical use and risks related to degradation products (DPs), the classic limit of 10% of degradation can be inappropriate. Therefore, acceptance limits must be clinically relevant and should be defined for each drug individually. Design of stability studies has to reflect the different needs of clinical practice (preparation for the weekends, outpatient transportations, implantable devices, dose banding...). It is essential to use validated stability indicating methods, separating degradation products being formed in the practical use of the drug. Sequential temperature designs should be encouraged to replicate problems seen in daily practice such as rupture of the cold-chain or temperature-cycling between refrigerated storage and ambient in-use conditions. Stressed conditions are recommended to evaluate not only the role of classic variability factors (ie, pH, temperature, light) but also mechanical stress. Physical stability, such as particle formation, should be systematically evaluated. The consensus conference focused on the need to perform more studies on the stability of biotherapies, including a minimum of three complementary separating methods and careful evaluation of submicronic aggregates. The determination of biological activity of proteins could be also useful. A guideline on the practical stability of anticancer drugs is proposed to cover current clinical and pharmaceutical practices. It should contribute to improved security of use, optimization centralised handling and reduced costs. Finally, we have attempted to establish a new drug stability paradigm based on practical clinical needs, to complement regulatory guidelines which are essentially orientated to the stability of manufactured drugs.

BACKGROUND
Stability studies performed by the pharmaceutical industry are only designed to fulfil licensing requirements. When medicines are being licensed, little attention is given to the practical use of these drugs and there is no recognition that pharmaceuticals start a new life once they are prepared for patient administration. When reviewing package inserts, the general assumption is that a drug, will be reconstituted, if necessary, and administered on a clinical ward. But increasingly the situation for hospital compounded drugs may be different, and preparing a drug ready for administration to a patient may be achieved in a variety of ways. Given that clinical needs may deviate from licensing requirements, we have identified a need to fill the gap between available data in a package insert or in the Summary of Product Characteristics (SPC) and practical needs.1

Thus, post-dilution or reconstitution stability data are frequently limited to 24 h only for bacteriological reasons or the fact that stability tests are only conducted over very short periods regardless of the true chemical stability, which could potentially be much longer. This is obviously insufficient for most practical situations.2 As an example, the stability of the antibody trastuzumab reconstituted by bacteriostatic water is claimed to be 28 days by the manufacturer. However, the same product reconstituted with water for injection is only 48 h, demonstrating that this proposed stability limit is based only on possible risk of biological contamination and not on true physicochemical stability.3

Nowadays, in most hospitals, reconstitution and preparation of anticancer drugs takes place in centralised compounding units in a controlled and validated environment with expert staff. When compounding medicines for patients in such units several aspects are taken into account: dose accuracy, sterility assurance, occupational exposure and stability under practical clinical conditions. This leads to safe products from a bacteriological, dosage and contamination point of view, as these patient ready preparations have been prepared under Good Hospital Pharmacy Manufacturing Practice, in which the principles of Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) been applied to hospital pharmacy compounding. Therefore, the only relevant issue is the actual chemical and physical stability.

The new needs which can be covered by centralised preparation units are:
► preparation in advance for a whole treatment cycle of a particular patient, for several days,
Dose banding is a relatively new concept in cancer treatment where the pharmacy produces predefined strengths of ready-to-use product that can be administered to a patient at any required moment. The dose strengths are selected such that with these products, most dosage needs can be met with acceptable accuracy (eg, ±5%). Obviously, safe dose banding requires extended infusion stability to be efficient (28–84 days). We also have to take into consideration that drugs can be prepared in practice in a variety of containers, ambulatory devices and tubing, and subsequently we need data to support the absence of possible drug–container interactions, optimal storage conditions and also the stability profile when the recommended temperature chain was not adhered to, such as during rupture of the cold chain. Indeed, this problem can often occur in many practical situations, such as refrigerator failure over a weekend. Obviously, it is of crucial importance to determine if exposure to room temperature for 48 h can induce enough degradation to justify discarding a high cost new anticancer drugs, such as antibodies. These data are never furnished by the manufacturer considering that the cold chain should be fully complied with. However, it could be reasonably considered that a drug exhibiting a shelf-life of more than 2 years may not be affected by an excursion at 25°C over 2 days. Therefore, to demonstrate this assumption, some recent stability studies used a ‘sequential temperature’ design where the same drug infusions are stored at different temperatures in sequence to replicate some practical situations: infusion bag removed from its refrigerated storage, transported to the ward, and sometimes returned to the pharmacy unused because of an unforeseen delay in the patient’s treatment and refrigerated for later re-issue.

With the emerging use of costly monoclonal antibodies and more generally therapeutic proteins in the field of oncology, stability issues become of paramount importance. Indeed, if physical instability is rarely observed for low molecular weight molecules, proteins can undergo a variety of structural modifications independent of their polymeric nature. Moreover, these sensitive products could undergo more complex degradation pathway during the various manipulation steps than classical drugs. Therefore, the specific physical–chemical properties of proteins and their complex instability behaviours such as aggregation require specific assays, relevant analytical approaches and appropriately designed studies.

More generally, stability limits for expensive medicines based on short-time periods or studies using non-practical condition can prove financially costly. A pertinent example concerns the stability of diluted bortezomib which was claimed by the manufacturer to be less than 24 h. However, independent stability studies published after marketing bortezomib have demonstrated stability for at least 1 week, thus allowing very important cost savings. Considering these arguments, stability data furnished by the manufacturer for marketing authorisation purpose are obviously insufficient and more practical stability data are thus required.

One might argue that sufficient guidelines are available to perform stability studies, such as the ICH guidelines or pharmacopoeia monographs. However, they have been designed for purposes not entirely covering practical needs. Indeed, ICH guidelines have the objective to regulate quality of marketed drugs in an international context and pharmacopoeia monographs often refer to raw materials and offer no solution when applied marketed products under practical conditions. However, the methodologies proposed in the official literature may be helpful in developing methodology for practical situations. Thus systematic research programmes should be promoted to support the practical challenges faced everyday by oncology pharmacists and there is a compelling need for additional stability data covering practical uses of anticancer drugs and adapted guidelines for stability studies.

METHODS

A European conference consensus was held in France, Abbaye des Vaux de Cernay, in May 2010, under the auspices of the French Society of Oncology Pharmacy (SFPO) to define adapted rules on stability in practical situations and to propose guidelines to perform the corresponding stability studies. A panel of 10 European experts shared their specific and ‘practical’ experience and worked during 2 days to produce guidelines. This panel is referred as ‘consensus group’. Conference consensus was limited to drugs used in the field of oncology.

Primary goals were to identify unresolved questions in methodology for stability studies and specific hospital needs for clinical and compounding pharmacists.

Work was based on ICH (ICH harmonised tripartite guideline), particularly ICH Q1A (evaluation for stability data), ICH Q1A(R2) (stability testing of new drug substances and products), ICH Q2A (test on validation of analytical procedures), ICH Q1B (stability testing: photostability testing of new drug substances and products), Q3B (impurities in new drug products), Q5B (stability testing of biotechnological/biological product), European Pharmacopoeia 6th and 7th editions and the most relevant literature. The main goal was not to rewrite complete guidelines but to revise or adapt the ICH guidelines or general reviews when inappropriate for anticancer drugs in a clinical environment.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Unresolved questions

After examination of the literature, the initial postulate was that many unresolved questions remained, such as:

- The relevant stability limits for practical purposes, including the question of those for degradation products (DPs).
- The kind of methods to be used when ICH guidelines are non-adapted both for physical and chemical evaluation.
- The evolutions of protocols of stressed conditions.
- The need of more relevant design for stability studies (ie, sequential cycling and non-isothermal studies).
- The specific requirement in stability studies of biotherapies (physical instability, orthogonal methods).
- The relevance of the determination of pharmacological activity as a marker of stability.

Thus it was decided to propose general recommendations and specific approaches for stability studies of biopharmaceuticals.

General recommendations on stability limits

Generally speaking, the stability is the property of a drug to retain its physical, chemical, microbiological and biological properties within specified limits. However, the concept of practical stability (or in-use stability) is more extensive, referring to the stability of a drug not only determined under conventional situations but also taking into account variations observed in clinical practice, both voluntarily
defined or unexpected. Chemotherapy agents are generally considered as exhibiting a very narrow therapeutic range and are very toxic themselves, although this is not always strictly true. Thus, practical stability limits should be defined on an individual basis after consideration of its therapeutic index, clinical use, safety and potency and its pharmacodynamic/pharmacokinetic variability, and the total cumulative dose. Indeed, considering the general rule that a drug remains stable in clinical practice (ie, at recommended dilution and vehicle) until 90% in assay from its initial value (T90 value), this 10% of degradation as a stability limit has been widely used in published stability studies. However, depending on the drug, this limit could lead to an acceptable or unacceptable loss of efficiency. As an example, for the same dose of 5-FU by infusion, the AUC between patients can vary of around 500%. Thus administration of only 90% of the theoretical amount of 5-FU may not be clinically relevant in terms of efficacy. Moreover, increased risks associated with degradation products (DPs) must also be considered (active, toxic or inert product) and the question of DPs is of major importance in stability studies, especially for anticancer drugs since a low percentage of instability could lead to the appearance of a highly toxic DP. For example, it has been suggested that the increased cardiotoxicity in patients receiving high doses of 5-FU could be caused by the presence of small quantities of DPs (fluoromalonaldehyde and fluoroacetdehyde) resulting from storage in basic medium to solubilise the drug.28 Even if 5-FU can be considered stable for over 14 days at 35°C in Ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) and Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) reservoirs on the basis of its remaining concentration a three-day storage at 37°C leads to acute increase in total DPs.29

Thus the consensus group considers that the classical and dogmatic T90 reported in the majority of stability studies could be modified to T95 or any stability limit depending on the drug. However, in all cases, it is strongly recommended that the chosen stability limits must be justified and clinically relevant. In a general guideline, it is recommended that limits for anticancer drugs with low therapeutic index (eg, drugs inducing haematological or neurological toxicity as busulfan, vincristine, carboplatin, etc) should not be less than T95.30–33 Stability limits lower than T95 could be acceptable for very unstable products but only in the absence of any toxic DPs and in cases of significant interindividual variability in metabolism and activity. Specific routes of administration must be also considered: for e.g., the intrathecal route should involve stricter and more rigorous acceptance criteria. The consensus group recommends less than 5% degradation but also careful examination of any sign of physical instability, such as aggregation or precipitation, which is potentially very harmful by this route. The same rule should be also followed for ocular route and even with the IV route, small precipitates are a possible risk to the patient.

This flexible and more clinical approach of stability limits for anticancer agents central to the dose banding of cancer chemotherapy. In this approach, it is considered that some flexibility of chemotherapy dosing is possible, permitting both the patient and the health-care system to benefit from the advantages of the batch preparation of chemotherapy better quality assurance, cost saving or dispensing of medication for administration without delay. Dose banding is a pragmatic approach. After agreement between prescribers and pharmacists, doses of intravenous cytotoxic drugs (generally chosen among those with low toxicity or large variability) calculated on an individualised basis are fitted to defined ranges, or bands. A predetermined standard dose, usually the mid-point of the band, is administered using pre-made infusions, either singly or in combination. The maximum variation of the adjustment between the standard dose and the doses constituting each band is 5% or less.3 Obviously, given the maximum error of 5% that could be introduced by dose banding, it is sensible to restrict drug degradation to less than 5%.

**Recommendations for stability studies**

The stability study should include testing of those attributes susceptible to change during storage and that are likely to influence quality, safety and/or efficacy. The rationale for attributes to be tested in the stability study should be clearly stated and a systematic approach should be followed to conduct well-designed stability-indicating studies, as suggested by Bakshi and Singh.17 However, stability studies on anticancer drugs deserve specific recommendations beyond general guidelines. This was the main goal of the consensus group, to define those specific requirements. Thus the essential aspects of physical, chemical and biological stabilities have been considered.

**Physical stability**

Physical stability is often neglected in many stability studies. Only gross change of colour or appearance of precipitate are followed, without any quantification. The consensus group recommends that physical stability should be more systematically evaluated, particularly particle formation. Indeed, it may be the main determinant of shelf-life of a formulation (eg, microprecipitation in paclitaxel pseudo-solution) and may restrict storage conditions (eg, high strength 5-FU 50 mg/mL stored at 25°C). Indeed, any thermodynamically unstable formulation such as micellar pseudo-solution or nearly saturated solution can form subvisible aggregates and/or precipitate, due to underestimated and various causes (temperature, shaking, interaction with devices such as needles, etc) and, thus, can induce severe side-effects such as patient embolism after intravenous infusions.

The physical evaluation of the solution is of particular importance for intrathecal, ocular and intra-arterial routes. The classical visual inspection is important but not sufficient and should be supplemented by subvisual evaluation. A more refined physical evaluation, using turbidimetry light obscuration, dynamic light scattering or microscopic analysis, is particularly important for therapeutic proteins to evaluate their kinetic profiles of aggregation. However, these analysis methods could be difficult to validate in practice as compared with chemical stability methods such as HPLC and should necessitate more evaluation works.

**Visual examination**

The visual examination permits to detect formation of particles or changes in the initial colour of the solution. The examination should be well defined and standardised, and as a minimum should accord to the corresponding Pharmacopoeia monographs. For visible particle formation (ie, >0.2 μm), the largely used optical examination method must be performed according to the European Pharmacopoeia; 7th Ed (tests 2.2.1 or 2.9.20). The particle counter (light obscuration) and microscopic analysis with image analysis can also be used and these are useful predictors of physical stability (evolution of size, shape and count of particles) however these methods are not readily available in most hospitals laboratories. Colour changes could be also difficult to assess as specifications in drug monographs may give indications such as ‘colourless to yellow’ for the solubility test. Moreover, differences in colouration between commercial batches are not uncommon. European Pharmacopoeia (7th edition, test 2.2.2) methods for colour assessment of liquids in the range yellow to brown are based on a visual comparison with liquid standards formulated from dilutions of primary red, yellow and blue. However, this method is only semi-quantitative and not really designed for stability studies. The consensus group considers that it should urgently initiate collaborative studies to define more standardised methodologies and to specify limits for a colour change test.

Nevertheless, it is recommended that any stability study of solution includes at least a visual examination for opalescence and colour change following the pharmacopoeia methods. Alternatively, microscopic examination and turbidimetry, which are relatively easy to
perform and not too expensive, are encouraged. For colour change, it is recommended to furnish some elements of quantification such as comparison of visible absorption spectra during the experimental course.

Subvisible evaluation

The evaluation of subvisible particulates in the solution is particularly important since a microprecipitate can appear (but remain visibly undetectable), increase with time and induce formation of a visible precipitate especially at low temperatures, as described for pemetrexed.34 The particle counter (light obstruction) and microscopic analysis following European Pharmacopoeia (7th Ed, test 2.9.19) are good predictors of physical stability (evolution of size, shape and count of particles) but these methods are not readily available in most hospital laboratories. Following the Lummey–Eyring model of the nucleation theory, adsorption of a molecule, especially a protein, on the surface of contaminating microparticles (glass, stainless steel, silica), which can be present in diluting vehicles or introduced during the dilution steps, could induce the subsequent formation of microaggregates.35–39 Even though no visible precipitate is seen in the infusion, the formation of microaggregates during storage is nevertheless the sign of an instability of the solution which can precipitate later or in the infusion set during administration. Moreover, this microaggregation, which can strongly affect stability, represents only a very small percentage of the total amount of drug (<0.1%) and may not be detected during HPLC analysis because it is less than the intrinsic variability of the method. Moreover, submicronic particles can pass freely through the chromatographic column as the diameter of the stationary phases are 3–5 μm, or alternatively can re-dissolve in the mobile phase.

The particle counter (light obscuration) and microscopic analysis following the European Pharmacopoeia (7th Ed, test 2.9.19) are good predictors of physical stability (evolution of size, shape and count of particles) but these methods are not easily available in most hospital laboratories. Turbidimetry at three wavelengths (350, 410 and 530 nm) is easy to perform and is a non-destructive method to evaluate subvisible aggregation and correlates well with the discontinuous opalescence test described by the European Pharmacopoeia (essay 2.2.1) using reference suspensions of hydrazine/hexamethylenetetramine (table 1). Thus the consensus group recommends the use of turbidimetry as a continuous method to evaluate the formation of particles over time, both visible and subvisible, in all stability studies of anticancer drugs in solution if other methods, such as light obstruction, are not possible.

Stressed conditions (accelerated tests) could be performed to test the potential physical instability prior to conducting real time stability studies. Stirring or shaking tests seem useful to evaluate the instability of proteins or thermodynamically unstable solutions such as concentrated or pseudo micellar.40–44

Chemical evaluation and validation of analytical method

General tests

The search for any pH variation is a classical test which could be a simple indicating method for chemical stability. The pH should be monitored and reported throughout the study period. Variations in pH values must be interpreted carefully. Indeed pH variations can be observed at the end of a study even though there have been no degradation of the drug, as demonstrated by separative methods such as HPLC. This discrepancy could reflect CO2 diffusion through the wall of the plastic bag and subsequent acidification, particularly in non-buffered solution but without any consequence if the drug is not acid sensitive. However, pH is a logarithmic scale; a decrease of one unit on the pH scale means a 10-fold increase in proton concentration. Thus a modification of one or two pH units should not be considered as a ‘slight modification in pH values’ and should be explained.

For solutions stored in plastic bags, determination of water loss due to diffusion of water vapour through the plastic wall must be always performed to obtain the correct concentration of the drug and DPs. Each tested bag must be weighed at all sample times. Significant losses (more than a few mg per week for 500 ml polyethylene bags) should be considered a major concern, indicating leaks or problems of permeability. Clearly, if over-wraps are applied to infusion bags in practice to protect from light and reduce water loss, these should also be applied in stability studies.

Methods for evaluation of chemical instability

General

As previously claimed, it is essential to use validated stability indicating assay methods (SIAMs) which are able to separate DPs being formed in the practical use of the drug.17 24 A stability-indicating assay is a validated quantitative analytical method that can detect changes with time in the chemical, physical or microbiological properties of the drug substance, and that are specific so that the contents of active ingredients, DPs and other components of interest can be accurately measured without interference.17 It must be established that there is no interference on the assay by vehicles or degradation by-products, and normally forced degradation (stressed conditions) are carried out on the parent drug to determine nature and chromatographic peak of degradation by-product and other excipients.15 Careful examination of the chemical structure of the tested drug and its possible degradation pathway, as detailed in the previously published literature, should guide the choice of the most relevant analytical method. However, it should be emphasised that, for long-established drugs, published analytical methods, even based on HPLC, are often non SIAM or not well validated according to current guidelines.17 18 22 Similarly, the analytical methods described in the pharmacopoeias were primarily developed to find synthesis impurities in the corresponding raw chemical and not to evaluate DPs. The use of a relevant separating method is essential. HPLC is the method of choice but other methods, such as high performance thin layer chromatography (HPTLC) or capillary electrophoresis (CE) can be employed. Determination of the peak spectral purity by online photodiode array allows for more opportunity to detect DPs and to evaluate the purity of compounds. Alternatively, mass spectrometry detector can be used but are generally not readily available in most laboratories. Regardless of the method used, verification of the purity of peaks under stressed conditions is strongly recommended by the consensus group for all stability studies.

---

Table 1 | Absorbance (mean ± SD) of reference suspensions for the limpidity test according to European Pharmacopoeia 7th ed, test 2.2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of reference suspension</th>
<th>Absorbance at (nm)</th>
<th>Aspect of solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.017±0.002</td>
<td>Clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>0.032±0.003</td>
<td>Slightly opalescent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>0.085±0.001</td>
<td>Opalescent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>0.144±0.005</td>
<td>Very opalescent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Mahler et al.40
Methods which cannot separate the intact drug from its DPs or excipients such as titrimation or spectrophotometry are not suitable for evaluation of chemical stability, except in particular cases. Indeed, the previous example of 5-FU, using magnetic nuclear resonance of fluoride, demonstrated that the determination of the parent compound by HPLC alone, albeit by a precise HPLC method, was not sufficient and that appearance of any DP must also be carefully assessed.25

Interpretation of the variation in the concentration of drug should be clearly discussed as it can be due to different causes such as physical degradation, absorption or adsorption onto the container walls, or chemical alteration with the formation of one or several DPs. Any increase in the initial concentration should be interpreted a priori as evaporation of water from the wall of the container. Therefore, weighing of containers is essential, as previously discussed.

The exact determination of the concentration of DP is only useful if its structure or activity (or toxicity), especially for new drugs, is known. If these criteria are known, adapted limits must be defined. However, it must be kept in mind that some degradation species may be transient, especially in the case of successive degradation steps. However, it is not easy to determine the structure of DPs, to obtain pure standard if the structure is known or to propose relevant limits. This aspect should be discussed in regard of the toxic potential of the DP, as previously mentioned and is a subject for further research.

Analytical aspects
In general, good laboratory practices recommend the use of pure compounds to validate an analytical method. This practice is highly supported by the consensus group. However, in many cases, a pure compound is not easily available, especially for new drugs such as antibodies and the handling and weighing of pure cytotoxic powders in a lab can be very dangerous. Therefore, it could be acceptable that the commercially available form be used as reference to construct the standard curve and to validate the analytical method. Moreover, the stability limits are based on the remaining percentage of the initial concentration and knowledge of the exact concentration is not required since peak area normalisation at T<sub>0</sub> of the tested drug, with or without internal standard, is usually sufficient. Albeit IS is not generally required for simple solutions (if no extraction is needed), it should be verified that potential DPs do not interfere with its peak. The linearity of the method should be performed from 60% to 140% of the central value (60%, 80%, 100%, 120% and 140%), as classically accepted.

Robustness of the method should be tested and it should ascertain that the practical chromatography conditions cannot modify the results. In particular, the stability of diluted samples should be checked during a run since the diluted samples for HPLC analysis can be very unstable and could be degraded within a few hours in the autosampler. This artificial degradation must not be confused with the real degradation process.

Stressed conditions
Use of stressed conditions has two primary goals: (1) to develop a relevant stability indicating assay; (2) to evaluate rapidly the influence of different parameters on drug stability (eg, pH, temperature, light). The stability indicating capacity of the HPLC method must be demonstrated by degrading the samples under various conditions. The conditions must be aggressive enough to produce primary DPs but ideally should not to destroy the drug entirely. Indeed, extremes such as pH 1 or 12 should not be selected as the formed DPs could be completely different from those observed in practice where only limited variation in pH can be observed. Moreover, the conditions should not induce the progression of further breakdown products from the initial DP, which would not be observed during usual storage in practice. The ideal situation is to degrade about 20 to 30% of the drug and to obtain DPs clearly separated from the intact drug. Thus, a stepwise progression of stressing conditions should be recommended: HCl to obtain pH 3 and NaOH to pH 9 for beginning, temperature starting at 50°C and increase by 10°C steps, UV light and oxidative conditions (H₂O₂, 3–30%).

As previously discussed, stressed conditions are also recommended to evaluate the role of specific conditions which can occur in practical situations, such as mechanical stress, especially for proteins.

Design of the stability study

Number and analysis of samples
The ICH guidelines indicate that stability studies should be performed on three different batches in the final containers. This recommendation should be followed for practical stability studies.

Therefore, in practical stability studies, one batch could be sufficient but, at a minimum, each point must be determined in triplicate. Moreover, in order to obtain more data, it could be acceptable to perform simplified assays in small volumes and then extrapolate them to the final volume. Therefore, the stability study could be performed in two steps. The first one (stressed experiments) can be performed in glass vials to study the intrinsic stability of the solution and to determine the relevant experimental stability conditions to be used. This approach, using small quantities of drug, permits easy and economical testing of multiple stress conditions. The second one should be carried out in the final containers. For very unstable drugs, three different batches should be used, but with one assay for each point to minimise artificial degradation during the analytical process. Each solvent used in clinical practice must be evaluated during the stability studies (in general, normal saline and isotonic dextrose). The constituting material of the container, manufacturer and batch number must be indicated. In specific cases such as adsorption of drug onto container walls, it could be also useful to test several brands of solvent bags since variability in the plastic composition can occur. The final product should be clearly defined (concentration, final volume, conditions of storage) and reflect real clinical practice.

The samples can be analysed in real time if a reproducible and well defined reference standard exists. The practice to freeze all samples of the stability study to analyse them a day later must be validated. Indeed, this approach implies that the solution is stable when frozen which is not proven for each product and the process of thawing can also influence the results. If samples are frozen and stored prior to analysis, data should be furnished to prove the stability of the samples, not only from a chemical point of view but also physical since a freezing/thawing cycle can induce unexpected aggregation.

Temperature
The storage temperature should be clearly defined and be concordant with the real life of the compounded product. Refrigeration is classically defined at 5±3°C. The term ‘ambient temperature’ should be avoided. The room temperature in hospital is around 25°C but can vary country to country depending of the weather and air conditioning facilities. The use of a temperature controlled incubator at 25°C can be recommended to standardise ‘room temperature’ stability studies between 22°C and 28°C. Since this facility is uncommon in most hospital laboratories, the consensus group considers that a precise control of ‘room temperature’ is not
critical for drugs with a low degradation rate but recommends that the true ambient temperature is recorded throughout the study. However, for drugs very sensitive to small differences of temperature (eg, melphalan or azacytidine), a more controlled storage temperature is required. A higher temperature should also be used to mimic drugs infused by portable or implantable devices. In this case, 37°C should be preferred than 40°C (ICH). Although hygrometry-controlled incubators are not generally available in some laboratories, their use is strongly recommended for long term stability studies using storage of plastics bags to minimise water loss, especially at elevated temperatures. Alternatively, storage of bags in desiccators containing water in a classical low cost dry incubator or refrigerator could be suggested or alternatively infusions could be over-wrapped to reduce moisture loss if this is also done in clinical practice.

Freezing of drugs in their final bags can improve the long-term stability of many drugs and could be very interesting for technical and economic reasons. Thus, considering the high cost of many anticancer drugs and the strong need to improve workload in centralised units, the consensus group would like to encourage more research in this field to ensure freeze-thaw cycles are properly validated and are reproducible.

 Thermal excursions and sequential temperature cycling studies

Sequential temperature designs have been used by some authors to replicate several problems frequently observed in daily practice, such as unexpected rupture of the cold chain, refrigerator failure during a week-end, bags stored in the ward at room temperature or return to unused bags to the pharmacy without temperature control. Thus, to produce validated stability data corresponding to these situations may significantly help pharmacists to avoid unnecessary wastage, especially for expensive drugs. The consensus conference wishes to encourage the development of more stability studies using this interesting and practical approach.

 Light

Generally speaking, the stability study should be designed in ambient room light that mimic the practical conditions in pharmacy or clinical wards. It is only the case for poorly designed stability studies performed at ‘room temperature on the lab bench’. However, except for laboratories disposing of specially temperature-controlled incubators equipped by illumination tubes, reproducible conditions of illumination are difficult to obtain. However, most anticancer drugs are not very light sensitive. Therefore, it could be considered that the use of better controlled temperature and humidity conditions is more important for the relevance of stability studies than to keep bags on the lab bench (eg, without control of these critical parameters) only to have an approximate exposure to light. For drugs known to be highly sensitive to light, an excursion outside the specification of the light protection should be encouraged to appreciate the importance of the degradation and if protection from light is practically relevant. However, since in many countries all appreciation the importance of the degradation and if protection from the specific light should be encouraged to evaluate the stability of the final product.

 Specific aspects concerning pharmaceutical proteins

General background

Although many pharmaceutical proteins are also used in non-cancer pathologies, such as autoimmune diseases, another important challenge in the field of anticancer drugs is the difficulty of assessing the stability of new biotechnology issued drugs, such as antibodies. These sensitive products can undergo more complex degradation pathways during the various manipulation steps than classical drugs. Indeed, in vivo activity of proteins depends not only on their primary structure (sequence) but also on their structure in 3-dimensional space (secondary, tertiary and quaternary structures). Thus the conformation of a protein could change subtly when exposed to mild chemical or physical stresses such as shaking, small temperature changes, variations in ionic strength, light, or exposure to oxygen or to traces of metals. Finally, as low molecular weight chemical drugs, proteins should be characterised not only in terms of identity and impurity content but also in terms of heterogeneity, which is a specific trait of this type of drug.

Protein instability includes two main types of alteration with several possible pathways: (1) physical instability: aggregation, denaturation or adsorption on surfaces; and (2) chemical instability: desamidation, disulfide bond breakage, hydrolysis, isomerisation, non-disulfide crosslinking, deglycosylation or Maillard reaction. The main causes of instability include temperature (elevation or freezing), formulation pH, adsorption, salt effects, oxygen (associated with metal ions and chelating agents), shaking and shearing, and concentration. Therefore, stability assays for therapeutic proteins involve specific studies and represent a real analytical challenge. Although, most authors agreed that several complementary (orthogonal) methods must be used in stability studies including a minimum of three complementary separating methods, no clear guidelines or recommendation is currently available.
or toxicity.\textsuperscript{3,9,10,38} Aggregates formed may be strongly antigenic and therefore loss of efficacy could result from the appearance of neutralising antibodies or the patient could suffer from severe immunological reactions. In particular, one of the most underestimated causes of aggregation is mechanical stresses: shaking or stirring, shearing (eg, caused by rapid sampling by syringe), exposure to hydrophobic gas interface (bubbling or filtration). As previously discussed, turbidimetry can easily determine the formation of microaggregates. However, other complementary methods should be used to estimate more closely the physical stability of a protein. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) method is able to evaluate both soluble and non-soluble aggregates and can describe time-dependant profiles of particle size distribution. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) can measure levels of monomeric protein and soluble polymeric aggregates.

By direct UV spectroscopy after centrifugation, the determination of non-aggregated protein content (absorbance at 279 nm) readily permits easy calculation of the aggregation, and second-derivative spectra can be useful to detect small modifications in its tertiary structure. Lalou et al reported the association of these different complementary methods in a study focusing on the mechanically-induced aggregation of the monoclonal cetuximab.\textsuperscript{11} Fluorescence spectrometry can also be used to evaluate structural changes due to photo-oxidation.\textsuperscript{45}

Due to multiple causes of physical instability, the evaluation of the stability of biotherapies should ideally be performed including stressed conditions of ‘daily practice’: rapid injection and rinsing with the production of bubbles into the infusion bag, accidental shaking and transportation by pneumatic network. As previously discussed, simple experimental designs such as a stirring test can be done to generally mimic mechanical stresses.

The consensus group recommends that physical stability of proteins, especially antibodies, should be evaluated by several complementary methods including at a minima turbidimetry and SEC.

Chemical instability
Deamidation is considered a common degradation pathway for proteins and peptides, strongly dependent on pH. Deamidation generates DPs and may contribute to immunogenicity. As for the evaluation of the physical instability, several complementary methods must be used to assess chemical degradation of proteins.

To evaluate chemical degradation of proteins, several chromatographic methods are largely used.\textsuperscript{46} Ion exchange chromatography (IEC), particularly cation exchange chromatography (IEC), is a gold standard for protein analysis, since its main thermal dependant degradation pathway desamidation (asparagine residue giving asparatic acid residue by hydrolysis and loss of ammoniac) is readily visualised by the apparition of acidic peaks. SEC can identify chain scission and peptide mapping after reverse-phase HPLC separation of peptides formed by enzymatic treatment reveals subtle modifications of the primary structure of proteins.

Therefore, the consensus group recommends that the chemical stability of antibodies must be assessed by a minimum of three separation methods—that is, IEC, SEC and peptide mapping—but complementary or alternative methods such as (CE) or mass spectrometry (MS) can be used.

Biological stability
Due to the particular structure of proteins and its activity/3D-structure relationship, assessment of the biological activity during stability studies could be useful as an ultimate test. Obviously, the most relevant method to test the pharmacological activity should be chosen. ELISA could be a useful method for monoclonal antibodies.\textsuperscript{49} However, complementary tests such as determination of cytotoxic activity on cell lines could also be used as, for example, in the case of rituximab. Nevertheless, the consensus group considers that the determination of the remaining pharmacological activity by biological assay, albeit specific, is complementary to a full physicochemical analysis and should not be considered alone as a stability indicating method, taking into account its inherent analytical variability and its inability to detect low-level of DPs or aggregates which can induce serious anaphylactic reactions or renal failure.\textsuperscript{50–52}

CONCLUSION
All of the drugs used in modern medicine are licensed with very limited stability data which are insufficient to fulfil the new ways in which drugs being handled in the 21st century clinical environment. As a consequence, there is an urgent need for additional data to support the pharmaceutical quality of these practices. Ideally, the drug development programmes of pharmaceutical industry would generate enough stability data to allow for a more flexible clinical application, or would make available to the community of pharmacists data that have been generated beyond the official package insert. Unfortunately, the full access to stability experiments furnished by manufacturers to registering authorities is not allowed, as for other data obtained during preclinical experiments or clinical trials. This paucity of suitable information is obviously detrimental to public health, as pointed out very recently by several authors.\textsuperscript{29} Despite the paramount importance of relevant stability data for oncology pharmacists, faced with the centralised preparation of anticancer drugs with a narrow therapeutic range, access to useful and practically adapted information is not easy. Some databases such as Trissel’s handbook on injectable drugs, King guide to parenteral admixtures and the Infostab website, are invaluable\textsuperscript{34} but published results are often old, very heterogeneous in terms of quality and relevance. Indeed, until now, there has been no consensual approach about the best protocols to evaluate the stability of anticancer drugs in practical situations. However, as long as such data are lacking, hospital pharmacists should take the responsibility to initiate systematic research programmes to support their practical needs, as pointed out by Vigeron.\textsuperscript{20,21} It means that oncology pharmacy practitioners have to establish a wide range of validated assays to test the different ways to prepare and to store drugs for periods extending the stability limits indicated in package inserts or SPC.

Following a European consensus conference, a guideline on the practical stability of anticancer drugs has been tentatively proposed in this paper to help direct the current clinical and pharmaceutical practices. Thus we propose the establishment of a new drug stability paradigm issued from practical clinical needs, to complement regulatory guidelines, essentially oriented on the stability of manufactured drugs, to allow safer, more flexible centralised compounding and cost effective care for our patients. Finally, the open discussions needed
to establish these guidelines have encouraged us to identify new research fields in oncology pharmacy.
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